ABSTRACT: Plasmonic cavities can be used to control the atom-photon coupling process at the nanoscale, since they provide an ultrahigh density of optical states in an exceptionally small mode volume. Here we demonstrate strong coupling between molecular excitons and plasmonic resonances (so-called plexcitonic coupling) in a film-coupled nanocube cavity, which can induce profound and significant spectral and spatial modifications to the plasmonic gap modes. Within the spectral span of a single gap mode in the nanocube-film cavity with a 3 nm wide gap, the introduction of narrow-band J-aggregate dye molecules not only enables an anticrossing behavior in the spectral response but also splits the single spatial mode into two distinct modes that are easily identified by their far-field scattering profiles. Simulation results confirm the experimental findings, and the sensitivity of the plexcitonic coupling is explored using digital control of the gap spacing. Our work opens up a new perspective to study the strong coupling process, greatly extending the functionality of nanophotonic systems, with the potential to be applied in cavity quantum electrodynamic systems. KEYWORDS: Strong coupling, gap resonances, J-aggregates, nanoparticles, spatial mode modification, far-field patterns S trong light−matter interactions build upon fast energy exchange 1 between excitonic quantum emitters and electromagnetic (EM) modes in a cavity, which leads to cavity-exciton mode hybridization, manifesting as a split in the cavity spectral response known as vacuum Rabi splitting. Understanding these phenomena is very important for cavity quantum electrodynamics applications; 2,3 for example, quantum computing requires the repeated manipulation of excitonic states with photons before atomic or molecular excitons lose their coherence. On the other hand, once strongly coupled to a resonant cavity, electronic states of molecules can be greatly reshaped 4 from those in free space, enabling a variety of extraordinary effects, such as modification of molecular thermodynamics 5 and chemical landscape, 6 mediation of energy transfer between multiple molecules, 7 and even alternation of photosynthetic processes in bacteria. 8 Strong coupling (SC) requires a high atomic cooperativity C = g 2 /γκ, 9 where g is the coupling strength and γ and κ are the spectral width of the excitonic transition of emitters and EM modes, respectively. To achieve high C, traditional investigations 9−12 have used cavities with high Q performance (quality factor Q = ω/κ, where ω is the oscillation frequency of the cavity). Another solution is to reduce the cavity mode volume V, since g ∝ √N/V, where N is the number of excitons contributing to the coupling process. In this context, plasmonic cavities have been proposed to investigate strong coupling, because these cavities can concentrate light energy within deep subwavelength volumes and thus are capable of providing high cooperativity by compensating their moderate Q values with ultrasmall V.
S trong light−matter interactions build upon fast energy exchange 1 between excitonic quantum emitters and electromagnetic (EM) modes in a cavity, which leads to cavity-exciton mode hybridization, manifesting as a split in the cavity spectral response known as vacuum Rabi splitting. Understanding these phenomena is very important for cavity quantum electrodynamics applications; 2, 3 for example, quantum computing requires the repeated manipulation of excitonic states with photons before atomic or molecular excitons lose their coherence. On the other hand, once strongly coupled to a resonant cavity, electronic states of molecules can be greatly reshaped 4 from those in free space, enabling a variety of extraordinary effects, such as modification of molecular thermodynamics 5 and chemical landscape, 6 mediation of energy transfer between multiple molecules, 7 and even alternation of photosynthetic processes in bacteria. 8 Strong coupling (SC) requires a high atomic cooperativity C = g 2 /γκ, 9 where g is the coupling strength and γ and κ are the spectral width of the excitonic transition of emitters and EM modes, respectively. To achieve high C, traditional investigations 9−12 have used cavities with high Q performance (quality factor Q = ω/κ, where ω is the oscillation frequency of the cavity). Another solution is to reduce the cavity mode volume V, since g ∝ √N/V, where N is the number of excitons contributing to the coupling process. In this context, plasmonic cavities have been proposed to investigate strong coupling, because these cavities can concentrate light energy within deep subwavelength volumes and thus are capable of providing high cooperativity by compensating their moderate Q values with ultrasmall V.
13−15 Specifically, plasmonic cavities are specially designed metallic nanostructures, in which collective oscillation of conduction electrons, known as localized surface plasmons, can be excited upon illumination. The interaction between plasmonic resonances and nearby atomic or molecular excitons gives rise to so-called plexcitonic coupling. 16 For convenience of measurements, previous experiments exploring plexcitonic coupling were primarily based on ensemble metallic nanostructures, including arrays of nanovoids 17, 18 or nanoparticles (NPs) 19−23 and nanocrystals in solution. 16,24−26 Recently several groups have moved to a much smaller scale, investigating the strong interaction of molecular excitons with individual plasmonic resonators, such as metallic nanospheres, 27, 28 nanorods, 29−31 nanoprisms, 15 and nanodisk dimers. 13 This greatly enlarges the freedom to observe and control the strong coupling process at the nanoscale, significantly deepening our understanding of relevant phenomena. Notably, two recent studies have reported the strong coupling of a single quantum dot with a gold (Au) NP 14 and bowtie structures, 32 indicating that the nanoscale dimensions make plasmonic resonators a very promising platform for realizing light−matter interactions at the fundamental limit of single atom-photon coupling, which is crucial for potential quantum optics applications. 2, 3, 9 In this Letter we report strong coupling in plasmonic cavities with highly compressed EM mode volumes, i.e., single Au nanocube-film (NC-film) resonators (Figure 1a ) that can squeeze EM fields into an extremely narrow gap (a few nanometers wide, typically less than λ/100) between nanoparticles and a metallic substrate. 33−37 The exceptionally small V significantly enhances the density of optical states, even enabling single-molecule strong coupling in similar cavities. 38 Here using the NC-film resonators, we for the first time experimentally demonstrate that, by doping the nanogap with Jaggregate dye molecules, the greatly enhanced strong coupling between molecular excitons and gap plasmons not only enables the spectral Rabi splitting but also, more importantly, shows significant modifications of far-field scattering patterns from the NC-film cavity. Comparing the experimental results with numerical simulations reveals that the scattering pattern modification is induced by the remarkably altered spatial profile of the cavity mode, i.e., the underlying and wellunderstood single spatial gap mode transforms to take on two distinctive and significantly different spatial profiles above and below the plexcitonic coupling wavelength.
It is well-known that the spatial profiles of EM modes can be altered when two nanocavities 39, 40 couple with each other, while recently Hartsfield et al. reported that the coupling between a gold NP and a quantum dot can modify the polarization anisotropy of scattering.
14 However, spatial mode modifications induced by strong coupling with molecules or atoms, to the best of our knowledge, have never been reported in nanophotonic systems. This effect is of great importance, as a number of significant applications, such as fluorescence enhancement, 41 surface-enhanced Raman scattering, 42 and nanolasing, 43 are based on the interaction between plasmonic cavities and atoms or molecules. In this context, our study not only provides insights into fundamental understandings of strong coupling but also gives a preliminary demonstration of spatial mode modification induced by plexcitonic coupling, which may greatly advance the investigation of plasmonic enhancement from the perspective of light−matter interaction. In addition, our study also shows alternative measures to effectively improve the functionality of nanophotonic structures, e.g., reshaping radiative properties of plasmonic resonators by introducing quantum emitters but not merely modifying physical structures. 44 In particular, as shown by the schematic (Figure 1a ) and the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image (inset of Figure  1a ), chemically synthesized AuNCs acquiring an averaging side length of 65 ± 5 nm were separated from a Au film by a dielectric spacer that is self-assembled using polyelectrolyte (PE) layers and then coated with a dilute layer of J-aggregates. Applying a different number of PE layers allows exquisite control of the gap spacing d between AuNCs and the metallic substrate. Figure 1b illustrates the optical characterization setup for the NC-film cavities, where a dark-field objective is used to collect scattered light from single NCs, followed by a spectrometer to analyze the scattering spectrum and a camera to capture the far-field image. In addition, the spectra, nearfield, and far-field distributions of the NC−film system were simulated using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method (Lumerical Solutions), while the effective dielectric function of PE film coated with J-aggregates was calculated using a classical Lorentz model. 45, 46 Details of experiments and modeling can be found in Section 1 of the Supporting Information (SI). Figure 1c shows a typical scattering spectrum (black curve) measured from dye-free NC-film cavities with 3 PE layers, which provides a gap spacing of d = 4.3 ± 0.7 nm between NCs and the film. Such a gap spacing gives rise to a scattering maximum at 640 nm (1.94 eV) as a result of the excitation of a gap resonance. 34, 35 In contrast, when the nanogap is doped with J-aggregate molecules that possess overlapped absorption with the gap resonance spectrum (as shown by the blue dashed curve in Figure 1c) , the scattering properties of the NC-film cavity are significantly modified. Specifically, the doped NC-film cavity (Figure 1d) shows two pronounced split scattering maxima at 623 and 684 nm respectively with a deep minimum at 649 nm that shares the same spectral position as the molecular absorption peak, signifying that the plasmonic modes are strongly coupled with molecular excitons. 13−15,27−32 With gap spacing set to be d = 3 nm, the simulated spectra for both undoped (Figure 1e ) and doped (Figure 1f ) cavities agree very well with measured results.
Very noteworthy here is that the spatial scattering profiles are also significantly altered. Specifically, the far-field scattering image of the undoped cavity (inset in Figure 1c) shows a doughnut-shaped pattern, a typical feature where the electric fields in the gap are vertically excited with respect to the film surface. 34 In contrast, the doped NC-film cavity exhibits a dotlike scattering pattern (inset in Figure 1e ). We note that this is a systematic effect and not an artifact due to subtle variations in nanocube geometry or gap spacing, as scattering images containing a number of NCs in the same field of view all show identical dot-like scattering patterns ( Figure S2c and Figure S4a in the SI). The dot-like scattering patterns of 3 PE layer doped cavities are dramatically different from those of undoped cavities with small gap spacing, e.g., 2, 3, and 4 PE layer spacer (doughnut patterns as shown in Figure S2a , b, and c in the SI), while sharing some shape similarities with larger spacing undoped cavities (5 or 7 PE layer spacer), so one Figure 2 . Far-field scattering images taken from the same area of a sample (the doped NC-film structures with gap spacing d = 3.9 ± 0.5 nm) measured with a short-pass filter (a) λ ≤ 650 nm and a long-pass filter (b) λ ≥ 650 nm. Scale bars refer to 5 μm in both panels. (c) The scattering spectra of the NC labeled with white frames and magnified in panels a and b measured using a filter λ ≤ 650 nm (green curve), a filter λ ≥ 650 nm (red curve), and no filter (black dashed curve), while the blue dashed line is to indicate spectral position of molecular excitons.
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Nano Lett. XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXX possible reason could be the thickness increase induced by the additional coating of J-aggregates. However, thickness measurements reveal that the J-aggregates coated 3 PE layer spacer has a thickness of d = 3.9 ± 0.5 nm, indicating that the added dye layer does not change the gap spacing significantly. Given that such dye molecules usually acquire a size of ∼1 nm, 47 the unchanged gap spacing is likely due to the deswelling of PE spacers 48, 49 after being immersed in the acidic J-aggregate solution followed by being rinsed with deionized water in the fabrication process (detailed discussions can be found in the Section 1 and Section 3 of the SI).
To reveal the physical nature of the scattering pattern modification in our NC-film cavity system, we have performed filter-based scattering measurements. In particular, a dark-field microscope integrated with a short-(long-) pass filter was used to take scattering images on the same area of a Au substrate covered with a J-aggregate-coated PE spacer (d + 3.9 ± 0.5 nm) and NCs. The cutoff (-on) wavelength of the short-(long-) pass filter is at λ = 650 nm, allowing us to selectively observe and analyze the optical properties of each individual component of the split maxima in the scattering spectra (Figure 2c) . Specifically, the scattering patterns of NCs taken at the short wavelength band (λ ≤ 650 nm) all display a dot-like shape (Figure 2a) , whereas most of the same particles exhibit doughnut-like patterns at the long band (λ ≥ 650 nm) (Figure   2b ), similar to what is observed in undoped NC-film cavities (inset in Figure 1c ). Far-field patterns directly relate to the near-field distributions in a cavity, while the filter-based measurements clearly demonstrate that the two split maxima acquire different spatial modal characteristics from each other in the SC regime, even though they originate from a single broad scattering resonance in the undoped cavity system. This implies a complex interaction behavior between light and matter in the NC-film cavity.
Numerical analyses provide more insights into these phenomena. Specifically, we have carried out FDTD simulations to demonstrate electric field distributions in undoped and doped NC-film cavities. Figure 3a and b show the electric field's y-component E y observed from the y−z plane mid crosssection of the NC-film cavity and z-component E z viewed from the x−y plane mid cross-section of the gap, respectively, corresponding to the resonance at λ = 650 nm in the modeled spectrum of the undoped cavity (Figure 1e ). It manifests that most of the electric fields are tightly confined within the gap (Figure 3a) with field maxima at the corners and center of the square gap area (Figure 3b) , exhibiting a typical feature of outof-plane plasmonic gap resonances in NC-film structures 41 as well as inducing a doughnut-like pattern in the simulated farfield scattering image (Figure 3c) , which is in a very good agreement with experimental result (inset in Figure 1c ). As D discovered in experiments, doping the nanogap with Jaggregates leads to a significant transition of the cavities' optical behaviors, which can also be observed in simulated nearfield and far-field properties. For example, in the doped cavity, it is noted that, at the spectral position of the short band maximum (λ = 608 nm) of the simulated scattering spectrum (Figure 1f) , the E y component (Figure 3d ) displays two lobes at the top corners with suppressed diffusion into the gap, while the E z component (Figure 3e) shows hot spots at four corners that significantly diminish in strength, with the center fields spreading over the gap area. Such near-field distributions are very different from those in the undoped cavity (Figure 3a and  b) , resulting in a dot-like far-field pattern (Figure 3f ). In contrast, at the long band split maximum (λ = 691 nm), the system exhibits a doughnut shaped far-field pattern (Figure 3i) , greatly resembling to those of the undoped cavity.
These results compare favorably with the filter-based observations for the short (Figure 2a ) and long (Figure 2b ) band measurements of doped cavities, demonstrating distinct far-field patterns at different split maxima. This further confirms that the strong plexcitonic coupling in the NC-film cavity system not only induces spectral modifications as revealed in previous studies but also dramatically alters the near-field spatial distribution of gap modes that directly relate to the variation of far-field scattering patterns in the experimental observations. (A more detailed comparison can be found in the Section 5 of the SI.) In addition, we have characterized the plexcitonic coupling strength that can induce the spatial mode modification. In our system, the average Rabi splitting hΩ R = 170 meV is observed, which is beyond the strong coupling criteria used in other works. 13, 50, 51 (Refer to the Section 7 in the SI for more details.)
In conclusion, we have studied the strong plexctonic coupling effects on NC-film cavities comprising of AuNCs placed on a metallic substrate with J-aggregate dye molecules embedded within the gap. As the result of strong interactions between gap modes and molecular excitons, scattering spectra of doped cavities show evidence of Rabi splitting features, and more importantly we discover that far-field scattering patterns of the NC-film cavity are significantly altered in SC regime, indicating that the hybrid plexcitonic modes acquire very different spatial characteristics from those of the uncoupled cavities. Numerical simulations are in a good agreement with experimental results.
These results are of particular interest to the study of plexcitonic coupling, since our work provides a preliminary experimental study that reveals the influence of strongly coupled excitons on the spatial mode characteristics of plasmonic cavities, which is a phenomenon that traditional investigations have usually neglected. These have enlarged our understanding of the physical nature of the light−matter interaction at the nanoscale and provided novel perspectives to understand plasmonic enhancement, which are of great importance for relevant applications. 
